DIBRS Review Sheet
Janet Roper 11.12.14
Janet Roper, animal advocate, writer, and internationally known
animal communicator, was interviewed on What is Your Pet Saying that
You're Not Hearing?
The link to listen to today’s call is: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/divinelyintuitive-business-radio-show/2014/11/12/janet-roper-what-is-your-pet-sayingthat-youre-not-hearing
[Opening blessing]
Rev Anne Take a moment to tune into your heart center. Your animals are
reading your energy all the time, and they connect with you through this chakra.
Thanks for this incredible gift.
The angel card for today is the Inspiring Message Card: my message is
powerful and an inspiration to all who hear it.
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Rev Anne: I’m so excited to have you on the show Janet. Twenty years ago
animal communication was like, “Whaaaaaat?” Now things are different.
I’ve long been fascinated with animal communication. I know I don’t have the
fluidity that you have Janet, but I do communicate with animals on a daily basis:
rescuing turtles, iguanas, and this year my trauma-drama is with the ants.
So how did you get started, Janet, after this being such an unknown profession 20
years ago?
Janet: My background is in music and spiritual direction. I went to an animal
rescue place and I saw a beautiful dog, Tundra, and knew he was mine. I asked,
“Does he keep his kennel clean?” And that answer was, “Yes”. Then Tundra,
renamed Teddy, kept his kennel clean but peed all over the house.
Then one day I was about to throw a piece of paper onto the fire when I saw an ad
for an animal communicator. She came over and I saw that she worked with Teddy
in a way that I’d done unconsciously all my life. Within six months, Teddy kept
the house clean.
Rev. Anne: That story is so incredibly funny, but what was going on with Teddy?
Janet: He told the communicator that in his first house, a townhouse, he fit into
the image but didn’t get house-trained properly. He couldn’t differentiate between
the pads, newspaper and going outside. And then he would pee, his owners would
get angry and then leave.
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He was confused and such a people pleaser. When we were naming him, he would
go to any name. He was trying SO hard to make himself likeable.
Rev. Anne: Can anyone talk with animals?
Janet: Yes.
Rev. Anne: And what is the communication? Is it their facial language, a sense,
an impression? I’m clairaudient; I hear things.
Janet: Animal communication is different for each person. For me I get words
since I’m an extrovert. I also receive pictures and feelings.
Often people receive animal visits in their dreams.
Animal communication is connecting with your pet on a deeper level; this could
be first by paying attention to their body language and then by fine tuning the
intuitive part.
It’s also about getting over the fact that you’re talking to a different species.
Rev. Anne: When I was building a garden, in the middle of my trauma-drama,
the plants started telling me where they wanted to be placed, and they flourished
that way.
Another really interesting thing for me was 12-13 years ago, when an intuitive lady
was visiting my house, a ladybug flew into my house. The lady said, “She’s thirsty.”
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So I went to get a couple of drops of water on a teaspoon and the ladybug went
and it drank it straight away!
Janet: Yes, it’s like the magic of the world is only a step away; you can talk to the
animals, the plants, the mythological creatures, the stones, the earth, the wind…
Rev. Anne: I was swimming this week and saw a pair beautiful rainbow lizards
coupling. I communicated to them that I was honored to be in their presence.
Janet: That is ancient maternal information about the reptile brain, about
reproduction; they chose to do it in front of you. You can ask them afterwards,
“What is it that you are trying to communication through this experience?”
There is something inside you that is waiting to be birthed.
Rev. Anne: Yes, I felt a co-creation with the Divine, new birth. I’m getting the
information, an impression, but sometimes I have to wait for the meaning to
become clear.
Janet: Animal communication moves us to a different time and dimension. The
invitation is to take us out of our everyday world, and to take us into a more quiet
and receptive place.
Rev Anne: Last year I had to put down my kitty and he has become, what I
believe to be, a bridge between the worlds. Is it right that because he passed I
became more open to that avenue? Would that be accurate?
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Janet: We think our job is to take care of the animals, and sometimes in that we
can get lost that is it a two-way street. Each animal has a plan for their own life.
Often domesticated animals are there to help us learn or to teach us, or to mirror
us and help us open up to different realms when we’re ready.
Rev. Anne: Pixie is my little healer, but it was Cubbie who anchored my
intuition. They both came into my life within a four to five month timespan. He
opened a whole world for me. I only really noticed it after he passed.
So Janet, please humor me, I’ve had an issue with ants this year, and I know you’ve
told me to surrender, but it’s soooooo difficult. I don’t like it.
They’re not nesting in the house, they just come in to visit. I’ve tried everything
and I’m trying to keep things holistic.
Janet: Yes, I’ve been there with the ants. Twice!
Rev. Anne: How can someone deal with this calmly? I take other bugs out of the
house, but I can’t take ants out of the house one by one all day long!
Janet: I commend your dealing with them holistically.
Rev. Anne: It’s a one-way communication. Sometimes I apologize when I kill
them.
Janet: Which part of the house is it?
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Rev. Anne: In the kitchen, where the cats are. They’re protein-loving ants.
They’re called bigheaded ants. Because I’ve got kitties’ food at floor level, that’s
where they come in. The kitties drop food for them.
Janet: The cats think the ants are like your play toys. I know that you have talked
to the ants. You might want to set some food for them outside the house.
Also chat to the kitties and tell them they’re not toys.
I’m also feeling that the energy in the kitchen is a little stagnant. Use a pendulum
to check the different energy levels.
Rev. Anne: In Feng Shui, that’s the wealth section of my house. I started working
on that and shoring up those areas, but they’ve still got one port of entry they’re
coming through.
Janet: Is there a wooden cabinet? There seems to be something stagnant there.
The wood feels energetically dead, as strange as that may sound.
The ants are being very helpful for you. They’re helping you to see something.
Rev Anne: Thank you, I will. So tell me, Janet, what do you do in a pet grief
session?
Janet: The pet grief program works on helping the humans and animals left
behind, helping them to learn in the new way. A lot of the time people are just
beside themselves with grief.
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[When we have a sick animal] Often our animals know we are doing all we can
and appreciate it. Animals have their own plan, and sometimes we’re just called
on to walk with our animal pal.
Rev. Anne: That’s pretty much what’s going on in my world at the moment.
Janet: It’s like learning to live on a roller coaster every day and walk off it
gracefully.
Rev Anne: When I look at this, this is how I think I’d like to experience that part
of my journey. It’s our physical presence that assists them.
Janet: I’ve been seeing on social media about hospitals letting horses say their
final farewells to their dying owners. There are animals who are called to be
therapy animals.
I used to teach piano at home, and one student came over and spent most of the
time petting the dog and talking to me. One class she was so stressed that Teddy
physically put himself between her and the petals and she just unconsciously
petted him. Then Teddy looked at me and said, “Na-na-na-na-naaaa, she’s come
to visit me this time, not YOU!”
Rev. Anne: [laughs] Tell me about your radio show.
Janet: My radio show is called Talk2TheAnimalsRadio and we have special
animal guests. The animal guests on the show turn up either intuitively or
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spiritually. Once I was without a guest just before a show and a bluebird came
tapping on the window.
[Caller enters show]
Betsy: I have a little Maltese, she’s 8 years old and she has a barking problem.
Even when I acknowledge her she barks. As soon as the attention is away from
her, she barks.
I know it’s about wanting my attention, but what should I do?
Janet: She’s a little girl, but her energy is like 100 times that. She sees herself as
an 800-pound dog. When you’ve got that much energy, it’s your job to organize
everyone, and she does it really well. She’s trying to impress to others to take her
seriously. Do you dress her up?
Betsy: I used to, but she hates it.
Janet: She’s showing me a picture of a pink bow with diamonds and she hated it.
There’s also a part of fear that you’re going to go back to doing that. Make her a
biker babe jacket and a spiky collar. Tell her, “I’m realizing how big you are.”
Rev Anne: Betsy, that was awesome. Janet, you have a gift for our listeners.
Janet: Yes my free gift is my ebook “Listening So Animals Will Talk” and can be
downloaded at www.Talk2TheAnimals.net.
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Rev. Anne: Thanks for being such a fantastic guest Janet.
[Final blessing]
Each one of you is here to bring your Divine gifts to the world. Take this
information and guidance and share it so that you can bring your light to the world
and inspire others to do the same.
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